
!© The Writing Process
Different writers use different processes. Try out different strategies and figure out what

works best for you. For some assignments, it is best to start by figuring out what you

need to end up with, make a plan or outline, and stick to it. Other writing assignments

may be more successful if you start by writing everything you know about the topic,

allow things to get messy, and then reshape and revise the writing so it fits the

assignment. Try both approaches and get to know yourself as a writer.

Also consider whether the assignment is high-stakes or low-stakes writing. When the

success of the piece is very important, such as in a test, you might choose to focus on

meeting the requirements or criteria of the assignment. When the purpose of the

writing is to develop your ideas, there is more opportunity to experiment and take risks.

Take into account the time factor as well. In a timed writing test, you may not have time

to explore and revise.

Correct grammar and spelling are very important in your final product. You don't

need to focus on these as you shape your ideas and draft your piece, but be sure you

allow time for a careful edit before turning in your final piece.

($ Prewriting

In the prewriting stage, you explore your ideas

and discover what you want to write about.

Finding Ideas for Writing

Try one or more of the following techniques to

help you find a writing topic.

Personal Techniques

» Practice imaging, or trying to remember mainly

sensory details about a subject—its look, sound,

feel, taste, and smell.

• Complete a knowledge inventory to discover what

you already know about a subject.

• Browse through magazines, newspapers, and on-

line bulletin boards for ideas.

• Start a clip file of articles that you want to save for

future reference. Be sure to label each clip with

source information.

Sharing Techniques

• With a group, brainstorm a topic by trying to come

up with as many ideas as you can without stopping

to critique or examine them.

• Interview someone who knows a great deal about

your topic.

Writing Techniques

• After freewriting on a topic, try looping, or choosing

your best idea for more freewriting. Repeat the loop

at least once.

Make a list to help you organize ideas, examine

them, or identify areas for further research.

Graphic Techniques

• Create a pro-and-con chart to compare the positive

and negative aspects of an idea or a course of

action.

• Use a cluster map or tree diagram to explore

subordinate ideas that relate to your general topic

or central idea.

Determining Your Purpose
Your purpose for writing may be to express

yourself, to entertain, to describe, to explain, to

analyze, or to persuade. To clarify it, ask

questions like these:

• Why did I choose to write about my topic?

• What aspects of the topic mean the most to

me?

• What do I want others to think or feel after

they read my writing?

LINK TO LITERATURE One purpose for writing is to

clarify a subject. For example, the Nigerian writer
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Chinua Achebe, author of "Civil Peace," page

1274, wrote to correct the errors and

misunderstandings about Africans in European

literature and to show the value of African

cultures.

Identifying Your Audience
Knowing who will read your writing can help

you focus your topic and choose relevant details.

As you think about your readers, ask yourself

questions like these:

• What does my audience already know about

my topic?

• What will they be most interested in?

• What language is most appropriate for this

audience?

<D Drafting

In the drafting stage, you put your ideas on

paper and allow them to develop and change as

you write.

Two broad approaches in this stage are

discovery drafting and planned drafting.

Discovery drafting is a good approach when

you are not quite sure what you think about

your subject. You just plunge into your draft and

let your feelings and ideas lead you where they

will. After finishing a discovery draft, you may
decide to start another draft, do more prewriting,

or revise your first draft.

Planned drafting may work better for research

reports, critical reviews, and other kinds of

formal writing. Try making a writing plan or a

scratch outline before you begin drafting. Then,

as you write, you can fill in the details.

LINK TO LITERATURE Sometimes the creative

process is accelerated out of necessity. Harold

Pinter, author of That's All, page 1254, wrote his

first play, The Room, in just four afternoons

while he was working as an actor. Spending

mornings in rehearsal and evenings in

performance, he wrote the play for a group of

college drama students.

(& Revising, Editing, and

I Proofreading
J

The changes you make in your writing during

this stage usually fall into three categories:

revising for content, revising for structure, and

proofreading to correct mistakes in mechanics.

Use the questions that follow to assess

problems and determine what changes would

improve your work.

Revising for Content
• Does my writing have a main idea or central

focus? Is my thesis clear?

• Have I incorporated adequate detail? Where

might I include a telling detail, revealing

statistic, or vivid example?

• Is any material unnecessary, irrelevant, or

confusing?

WRITING TIP Be sure to consider the needs of

your audience as you answer the questions

under Revising for Content and Revising for

Structure. For example, before you can

determine whether any of your material is

unnecessary or irrelevant, you need to identify

what your audience already knows.

Revising for Structure

• Is my writing unified? Do all ideas and

supporting details pertain to my main idea or

advance my thesis?

• Is my writing clear and coherent? Is the flow of

sentences and paragraphs smooth and logical?

• Do I need to add transitional words, phrases,

or sentences to make the relationships among

ideas clearer?

• Are my sentences well constructed? What

sentences might I combine to improve the

grace and rhythm of my writing?

Proofreading to Correct Mistakes in

Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics
When you are satisfied with your revision,

proofread your paper, looking for mistakes in

grammar, usage, and mechanics. You may want
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to do this several times, looking for different

types of mistakes each time. The following

checklist may help.

Sentence Structure and Agreement
• Are there any run-on sentences or sentence

fragments?

• Do all verbs agree with their subjects?

• Do all pronouns agree with their antecedents?

• Are verb tenses correct and consistent?

Forms of Words
• Do adverbs and adjectives modify the

appropriate words?

• Are all forms of be and other irregular verbs

used correctly?

• Are pronouns used correctly?

• Are comparative and superlative forms of

adjectives correct?

Capitalization, Punctuation, and Spelling

• Is any punctuation mark missing or not

needed?

• Are all words spelled correctly?

• Are all proper nouns and all proper adjectives

capitalized?

WRITING TIP For help identifying and correcting

problems that are listed in the Proofreading

Checklist, see the Grammar Handbook, pages

1391-1420.

You might wish to mark changes on your

paper by using the proofreading symbols shown

in the chart below.

Proofreading Symbol !

a Add letters or / Make a capital letter

words. lowercase.

O Add a period.
11

Begin a new

paragraph.

= Capitalize a letter. \ Delete letters or words.

! Q Close up space.
(\)

Switch the positions of

letters or words.

a Add a comma.

CD Publishing and

Reflecting

Always consider sharing your finished writing

with a wider audience. Reflecting on your

writing is another good way to bring closure to a

project.

Creative Publishing Ideas

Following are some ideas for publishing and

sharing your writing.

• Post your writing on an electronic bulletin

board or send it to others via e-mail.

• Create a multimedia presentation and share it

with classmates.

• Publish your writing in a school newspaper or

literary magazine.

• Present your work orally in a report, a speech,

a reading, or a dramatic performance.

• Submit your writing to a local newspaper or a

magazine that publishes student writing.

• Form a writing exchange group with other

students.

WRITING TIP You might work with other students

to publish an anthology of class writing. Then

exchange your anthology with another class or

another school. Reading the work of other

student writers will help you get ideas for new

writing projects and find ways to improve your

work.

Reflecting on Your Writing

Think about your writing process and whether

you would like to add what you have written to

your portfolio. You might attach a note in which

you answer questions like these:

• What did I learn about myself and my subject

through this writing project?

• Which parts of the writing process did I most

and least enjoy?

• As I wrote, what was my biggest problem?

How did I solve it?

• What did I learn that I can use the next time I

write?
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© Using Peer Response

Peer response consists of the suggestions and

comments your peers or classmates make about

your writing.

You can ask a peer reader for help at any

point in the writing process. For example, your

peers can help you develop a topic, narrow your

focus, discover confusing passages, or organize

your writing.

Questions for Your Peer Readers
You can help your peer readers provide you with

the most useful kinds of feedback by following

these guidelines:

• Tell readers where you are in the writing

process. Are you still trying out ideas, or have

you completed a draft?

• Ask questions that will help you get specific

information about your writing. Open-ended

questions that require more than yes-or-no

answers are more likely to give you

information you can use as you revise.

• Give your readers plenty of time to respond

thoughtfully to your writing.

• Encourage your readers to be honest when

they respond to your work. It's OK if you don't

agree with them—you always get to decide

which changes to make.

Tips for Being a Peer Reader
Follow these guidelines when you respond to

someone else's work:

• Respect the writer's feelings.

• Make sure you understand what kind of

feedback the writer is looking for, and then

respond accordingly.

• Use "I" statements, such as "I like . .
.

,"
"I think

. .
.

," or "It would help me if . . .
." Remember

that your impressions and opinions may not be

the same as someone else's.

WRITING TIP Writers are better able to absorb

criticism of their work if they first receive positive

feedback. When you act as a peer reader, try to

start your review by telling something you like

about the piece.

The chart below explains different peer-response

techniques to use when you are ready to share

your work.

Peer-Response Techniques

Sharing Use this when you are just exploring ideas

or when you want to celebrate the completion of a

piece of writing.

• Will you please read or listen to my writing without

criticizing or making suggestions afterward?

Summarizing Use this when you want to know if

your main idea or goals are clear.

• What do you think I'm saying? What's my main idea

or message?

Replying Use this strategy when you want to make

your writing richer by adding new ideas.

• What are your ideas about my topic? What do you

think about what I have said in my piece?

Responding to Specific Features Use this when you

want a quick overview of the strengths and

weaknesses of your writing.

• Are the ideas supported with enough examples?

Did I persuade you? Is the organization clear

enough for you to follow the ideas?

Telling Use this to find out which parts of your

writing are affecting readers the way you want and

which parts are confusing.

• What did you think or feel as you read my words?

Would you show me which passage you were

reading when you had that response?
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Il Building Blocks of Good Writing
Whatever your purpose in writing, you need to capture your readers' interest, organize your

ideas well, and present your thoughts clearly. Giving special attention to some particular

parts of a story or an essay can make your writing more enjoyable and more effective.

© Introductions

When you flip through a magazine trying to

decide which articles to read, the opening

paragraph is often critical. If it does not grab

your attention, you are likely to turn the page.

Kinds of Introductions

Here are some introduction techniques that can

capture a reader's interest.

• Make a surprising statement

• Provide a description

• Pose a question

• Relate an anecdote

• Address the reader directly

• Begin with a thesis statement

Make a Surprising Statement Beginning with

a startling statement or an interesting fact can

capture your reader's curiosity about the subject,

as in the model below.

MODEL
Since it was first published in 1883, Robert

Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island has never

been out of print, and it has been translated

into languages as diverse as Welsh, Zulu, and

Ukrainian. This unusual success attests to the

universal appeal of Stevenson's storytelling

skills.

Provide a Description A vivid description sets a

mood and brings a scene to life for your reader.

Here, details about visitors at Ellis Island set the

tone for an essay about immigration to the

United States.

MODEL
The visitors to the museum at Ellis Island

wander almost reverently through rooms filled

with photos and memorabilia. The walls seem

to reverberate with countless stories—many
long since forgotten—of immigrants who
passed through this island.

Pose a Question Beginning with a question can

make your reader want to read on to find out the

answer. The following introduction asks a

significant question about the careers of two

women writers.

MODEL
George Eliot and George Sand were both

successful writers in the 19th century; both

were also women. At this time in history, why

did they need to use male pen names?

Relate an Anecdote Beginning with a brief

anecdote, or story, can hook readers and help

you make a point in a dramatic way. The

anecdote below introduces an essay about

gangsters in the 1920s.

MODEL
The man, in an immaculate suit with broad

lapels, narrowed his eyes against the sun as he

stepped from the shadowy doorway. Pulling his

hat down, he tossed a dime to the dazed,

grubby boy standing before him. "Go get me a

coupla Cokes, willya?—and step on it, kid!" So

it was that my grandfather met Al Capone.
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Address the Reader Directly Speaking directly

to readers establishes a friendly, informal tone

and involves them in your topic.

MODEL
If you are concerned about the appearance of

our community, you should learn how you can

participate in the Adopt-a-Street program that

begins this April.

Begin with a Thesis Statement A thesis

statement expressing a paper's main idea may be

woven into both the beginning and the end of

nonaction writing. The following is a thesis

statement that introduces a literary analysis.

MODEL
In "Words and Behavior," Aldous Huxley argues

that language must be used carefully. He shows

that its misuse can establish and perpetuate

great evil.

WRITING TIP In order to write the best introduction

for your paper, you may want to try more than

one of the methods and then decide which is the

most effective for your purpose and audience.

© Paragraphs
1

A paragraph is made up of sentences that work

together to develop an idea or accomplish a

purpose. Whether or not it contains a topic

sentence stating the main idea, a good

paragraph must have unity and coherence.

Unity

A paragraph has unity when all the sentences

support and develop one stated or implied idea.

Use the following techniques to create unity in

your paragraphs.

Write a Topic Sentence A topic sentence

states the main ideas of the paragraph; all other

sentences in the paragraph provide supporting

details. A topic sentence is often the first

sentence in a paragraph. However, it may also

appear later in the paragraph or at the end, to

summarize or reinforce the main idea, as shown
in the model that follows.

MODEL
Magnesium is a mineral found in food sources

such as beans, nuts, meats, and dairy products.

This mineral is necessary for the breakdown of

nutrients in cells and is important to the

stimulation of muscles and nerves. A healthy

body effectively conserves magnesium.

Insufficient amounts of the mineral, however,

are related to various health problems. Dietary

magnesium is clearly vital to human health.

Relate All Sentences to an Implied Main
Idea A paragraph can be unified without a topic

sentence as long as every sentence supports the

implied, or unstated, main idea. In the model

below, all the sentences work together to create

a unified impression of an impending storm.

MODEL
All morning the wind had gently rustled the

branches of trees and tossed back curtains

from open windows. By early afternoon,

however, it had picked up a force that tore

green leaves from the trees and pushed thick

and menacing clouds across the sky.

Coherence
A paragraph is coherent when all its sentences

are related to one another and flow logically

from one to the next. The following techniques

will help you achieve coherence in paragraphs.

• Present your ideas in the most logical order.

• Use pronouns, synonyms, and repeated

words to connect ideas.

• Use transitional devices to show the

relationships among ideas.

In the model below, the writer used some of

these techniques to create a unified paragraph.

MODEL
Most people know that the gravitational pull of

the moon causes tides in the ocean. Are you

aware, though, that the moon exerts the same
pull on the solid part of the earth? Unlike ocean

tides, however, earth tides are deformations of as

much as a foot in the earth's surface. The extent

to which its surface bulges is greatest during full

moon and new moon because the gravitational

pull of the moon combines with that of the sun.

.-., „,...
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Ei © Transitions

Transitions are words and phrases that show

the connections between details. Clear

transitions help show how your ideas relate

to each other.

Kinds of Transitions

Transitions can help readers understand several

kinds of relationships:

• Time or sequence

• Spatial relationships

• Degree of importance

• Compare and contrast

• Cause and effect

Time or Sequence Some transitions help to

clarify the sequence of events over time. When
you are telling a story or describing a process,

you can connect ideas with such transitional

words as first, second, always, then, next, later,

soon, before, finally, after, earlier, afterward,

and tomorrow.

MODEL
Before a blood donation can be used, it must

be processed carefully. First, a sample is tested

for infectious diseases and identified by blood

type. Next, preservatives are added. Finally, a

blood cell separator breaks up the blood into

its parts, such as red blood cells, platelets, and

plasma.

Spatial Relationships Transitional words and

phrases, such as in front, behind, next to, along,

nearest, lowest, above, below, underneath, on

the left, and in the middle, can help readers

visualize a scene.

MODEL
A theater-in-the-round stage is constructed in

the middle of the theater space, with the

audience sitting around the entire stage. To

create a more intimate setting, the seats

nearest the stage are often only a few feet away.

--,.,,.

Degree of Importance Transitional words such

as mainly, strongest, weakest, first, second, most

important, least important, worst, and best may
be used to rank ideas or to show degree of

importance.

MODEL
Cory made several New Year's resolutions.

Most important, he decided to cut back on

watching TV.

Compare and Contrast Words and phrases

such as similarly, likewise, also, like, as, neither

. . . nor, and either . . . or show similarity

between details. However, by contrast, yet, but,

unlike, instead, whereas, and while show

difference. Note the use of both types of

transitions in the model below.

MODEL
Like running and bicycling, swimming helps

you maintain aerobic fitness; however,

swimming has the added benefit of exercising

muscles throughout your body.

WRITING TIP Both but and however may be

used to join two independent clauses. When

but is used as a coordinating conjunction, it is

preceded by a comma. When however is used

as a conjunctive adverb, it is preceded by a

semicolon and followed by a comma.

Cause and Effect When you are writing about

a cause-and-effect relationship, use transitional

words and phrases, such as since, because,

thus, therefore, so, due to, for this reason, and

as a result, to help clarify that relationship and

to make your writing coherent.

MODEL
Because the temperature dropped to 28 degrees

after it rained for five hours, car door locks

froze.
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© Conclusions

A conclusion should leave readers with a strong

final impression. Try any of these approaches.

Kinds of Conclusions

Here are some effective methods for bringing

your writing to a conclusion:

• Restate your thesis

• Ask a question

• Make a recommendation

• Make a prediction

• Summarize your information

Restate Your Thesis A good way to conclude

an essay is by restating your thesis, or main

idea, in different words. The conclusion below

restates the thesis introduced on page 1359.

MODEL
Aldous Huxley's "Words and Behavior" clearly

warns of the danger of misusing language to

manipulate and control. Unless we begin using

concrete words and plain language, he

maintains, we may ultimately destroy our

civilization.

Ask a Question Try asking a question that

sums up what you have said and gives readers

something new to think about. The question

below concludes an appeal to halt funding for

space exploration.

MODEL
Given all the evidence, can you imagine that

continued investment in the space program will

benefit future generations more than the same

investment in the basic needs of those living

now?

Make a Recommendation When you are

persuading your audience to take a position on

an issue, you can conclude by recommending a

specific course of action.

MODEL
Voting is a vital way to influence your world.

Add voter registration to your birthday plans.

Make a Prediction Readers are concerned

about matters that may affect them and

therefore are moved by a conclusion that

predicts the future.

MODEL
If we continue to overuse antibiotics, we will

speed the development of infections that resist

treatment. Such infections will kill millions

despite the best medical science.

Summarize Your Information Summarizing

reinforces the writer's main ideas, leaving a

strong, lasting impression. The model below

concludes with a statement that summarizes a

review of a book.

MODEL
James Gurney's book Dinotopia appeals to

adult readers, as well as to children, with

its imaginative adventures, its fascinating

drawings of dinosaurs, and its timeless theme

of cooperation in a diverse community.

I
© Elaboration

Elaboration is the process of developing a

writing idea by providing specific supporting

details that are relevant and appropriate to the

purpose and form of your writing.

• Facts and Statistics A fact is a statement

that can be verified, while a statistic is a fact

stated in numbers. Make sure the facts and

statistics you supply are from a reliable, up-

to-date source. As in the model below, the

facts and statistics you use should strongly

support the statements you make.

MODEL
The decade from 1900 to 1910 saw 8,795,000

immigrants come to the United States. Then

Congress passed the Emergency Quota Act of

1921. Between 1921 and 1930, only 4,107,000

immigrants entered the United States. The law

had cut immigration by more than half.
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Sensory Details Details that show how
something looks, sounds, tastes, smells, or

feels can enliven a description, making

readers feel they are actually experiencing

what you are describing. Which senses does

the writer appeal to in this paragraph?

MODEL
Gina wasn't sure she enjoyed her first hayride.

As the wagon bumped along the furrows, she

clumsily bounced between Marty and Deanna.

She tried to imagine she was having fun as she

shivered under the scratchy wool blankets that

smelled of straw and dust.

Incidents From our earliest years, we are

interested in hearing "stories." One way to

illustrate a point powerfully is to relate an

incident or tell a story, as shown in the

example below.

MODEL
Reforms often do not happen until a significant

tragedy brings a problem to public attention.

The deaths of 146 women workers in a fire at

New York City's Triangle Shirtwaist factory in

1911 led to tougher protective labor laws in

New York State and a national awareness of

unsafe management practices.

Examples An example can help make an

abstract or a complex idea concrete or can

provide evidence to clarify a point for

readers.

MODEL
There was a time when many of the foods eaten

around the world today were found only in

North, Central, and South America. For

example, tomatoes, potatoes, beans, and corn

all originated in the Americas.

Quotations Choose quotations that clearly

support your points and be sure that you copy

each quotation word for word. Remember
always to credit the source.

MODEL
Technological advances in the design of tennis

rackets have changed the nature of the sport,

but many players lament the passing of the

wood racket. In his article "The Feel of Wood,"

Marshall Fisher states that after he switched to

an aluminum racket in college competition, he

concluded that the unavoidable "march of

technology had degraded tennis.

Using Language

Effectively

Effective use of language can help readers to

recognize the significance of an issue, to

visualize a scene, or to understand a character.

The specific words and phrases that you use

have everything to do with how effectively you

communicate meaning. This is true of all kinds

of writing, from novels to office memos. Keep

these particular points in mind.

• Specific Nouns Nouns are specific when they

refer to individual or particular things. If you

refer to a city, you are being general. If you

refer to London, you are being specific.

Specific nouns help readers identify the who,

what, and where of your message.

• Specific Verbs Verbs are the most powerful

words in sentences. They convey the action,

the movement, and sometimes the drama of

thoughts and observations. Verbs such as

trudged, skipped, and sauntered provide a

more vivid picture of the action than the verb

walked.

• Specific Modifiers Use modifiers sparingly,

but when you use them, make them count.

Is the building big or towering! Are your

poodle's paws small or petite! Once again, it

is the more specific word that carries the

greater impact.
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O Descriptive Writing
Descriptive writing allows you to paint word pictures about anything and

everything in the world, from events of global importance to the most

personal feelings. It is an essential part of almost every piece of writing,

including essays, poems, letters, field notes, newspaper reports, and videos.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

A successful description should

• have a clear focus and sense of purpose.

• use sensory details and precise words to

create a vivid image, establish a mood, or

express emotion.

• present details in a logical order.

® Key Techniques

Consider Your Goals What do you want to

accomplish in writing your description? Do you

want to show why something is important to

you? Do you want to make a person or scene

more memorable? Do you want to explain an

event?

Identify Your Audience Who will read your

description? How familiar are they with your

subject? What background information will they

need? Which details will they find most

interesting?

Think Figuratively What figures of speech

might help make your description vivid and
interesting? What simile or metaphor comes to

mind? What imaginative comparisons can you

make? What living thing does an inanimate

object remind you of?

MODEL
Her laughter was a powerful potion that

soothed the hurt feelings and damaged egos of

the dinner guests. She was the antidote to her

husband's rude and dismissive behavior, and

she knew it.

Gather Sensory Details Which sights, smells,

tastes, sounds, and textures make your subject

come alive? Which details stick in your mind

when you observe or recall your subject? Which

senses does it most strongly affect?

MODEL
The stowaways were wedged between the

rough-hewn crates deep in the bowels of the

creaking ship. Through the blackness of the

dank and putrid air, a thin shaft of light was

their only measure of day and night.

You might want to use a chart like the one

shown here to collect sensory details about

your subject.

Sights
|
Sounds Textures

|

Smells
|

Tastes

Create a Mood What feelings do you want to

evoke in your readers? Do you want to soothe

them with comforting images? Do you want to

build tension with ominous details? Do you

want to evoke sadness or joy?

MODEL
The heavy gray sky hung above the vast

expanse of empty plains. The families,

exhausted from too much travel and precious

little rest, trudged beside their tattered wagons

containing those few but cherished treasures

from their former lives. They lived in the

present. Remembering life before this journey

was too painful. The uncertainty of life after

this journey was too frightening.
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© Options for

Organization

Spatial Order Choose one of these options to

show the spatial order of a scene.

EXAMPLE 1

Top

I
Bottom

EXAMPLE 2

Left — Right

EXAMPLE 3
Outside

Inside

EXAMPLE 4
Far

t
Near

MODEL
Detective Malloy surveyed the scene. Just inside

the ruined door, a torn letter lay on the floor.

In the middle of the room stood a large oak

desk, neatly organized except for a lamp that

hung off the edge. Behind the desk, a chair lay

against the far wall.

WRITING TIP Use transitions that help the reader

picture the relationship among the objects you

describe. Some useful transitions for showing

spatial relationships are behind, below, here, in

the distance, on the left, over, and on top.

Order of Impression Order of impression is

how you notice details.

What first catches your attention

What you notice next

4-

What you see after that

What you focus on last

MODEL
First, we heard the screech of a car braking

before our house. Next came the slam of a car

door and then the staccato clicking of a woman's

high heels as she ran up the cobblestone walk.

It was already late in the evening, and we
couldn't imagine who it could be.

WRITING TIP Use transitions that help readers

understand the order of the impressions you

are describing. Some useful transitions are after,

next, during, first, before, finally, and then.

Order of Importance You might want to use

order of importance as the organizing structure

for your description.

Least Important

1
More Important

1
Most Important

MODEL
All the Thanksgiving fixings were there: the

perfectly browned, steaming turkey, the

cranberry sauce glistening like rubies in the

candlelight, the mounds of mashed potatoes

like fluffy snowdrifts. The dining room
resounded with chatter and laughter, but an

emptiness clung to the corners and a silence

cut through the conversation. Grandma wasn't

with us.

WRITING TIP Use transitions that help the reader

understand the order of importance that you

attach to the elements of your description.

Some useful transitions are first, second, mainly,

more important, less important, and least

important.



O Narrative Writing
Narrative writing tells a story. If you write a story from your imagination, it is a

fictional narrative. A true story about actual events is a nonfictional narrative.

Narrative writing can be found in short stories, novels, news articles, and biographies.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

A successful narrative should

• include descriptive details and dialogue to

develop the characters, setting, and plot.

• have a clear beginning, middle, and end.

• have a logical organization with clues and

transitions to help the reader understand

the order of events.

• maintain a consistent tone and point

of view.

• use language that is appropriate for the

audience.

• demonstrate the significance of events

or ideas.

O Key Techniques

Identify the Main Events What are the most

important events in your narrative? Is each

event part of the chain of events needed to tell

the story? In a fictional narrative, this series of

events is the story's plot.

MODEL

The morning after my grandfather's

funeral, I go to the cemetery.
Event 1

i
Event 2

i
Event 3

i
Event 4

I stare at his grave and become angry

and frustrated.

A cool rain reminds me of my

grandfather's love of nature.

At the beach, I sit on the piece of

driftwood near where my grandfather

and I used to walk.

Describe the Setting When do the events

occur? Where do they take place? How can you

use setting to create mood and to set the stage

for the characters and their actions?

MODEL

The morning after the funeral, my grandfather's

grave is covered with flowers and wreaths that

are just starting to wilt from the cold.

Depict Characters Vividly What do your

characters look like? What do they think and

say? How do they act? What vivid details can

show readers what the characters are like?

MODEL
I stand shivering in my black sweatshirt before

my grandfather's grave. My cold stare and stony

face mask the anger and frustration that is

welling up inside me. A muffled cry escapes,

and the question "Why?" echoes in the

emptiness of the cemetery.

WRITING TIP Dialogue is an effective way of

developing characters in a narrative. As you

write dialogue, choose words that express your

characters' personalities and show how they

feel about one another and about the events in

the plot.

MODEL
I could just hear my grandfather say, "Boy, smell

that salty wind. You just can't get a whiff of

boiling nature like that any old where!"

I'd look at him and say, "Yeah, I know." But I

might be thinking that I'd like a whiff of juicy hot

dogs and even bus fumes back in the city.

Then he'd pull me into his world—our world

—

with something like "You and I, Boy. We're just

alike. We love the water and the wind."
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Options for

Organization

Option 1 : Chronological Order One way to

organize a piece of narrative writing is to

arrange the events in chronological order, as

shown below.

Introduction

characters

and setting

Event 1

Event 2

MODEL
The morning after my grandfather's

funeral, I wake up early and walk

to the cemetery.

I stand by his grave and become

angry and frustrated.

I want to find some place where I

can remember my grandfather and

all the good times we had together.

On the beach, I sit on the huge

piece of driftwood where my
grandfather and I used to sit. The

cool lake wind and the noise of the

waves bring back my favorite

memories of him.

Option 2: Flashback It is also possible in

narrative writing to arrange the order of events

by starting with an event that happened before

the beginning of the story.

End perhaps

show the

significance

of the

events

Flashback

Begin with a key event that happened before the

time in which the story takes place.

Introduce characters and setting.

Describe the events leading up to the conflict.

Option 3: Focus on Conflict When the telling

of a fictional narrative focuses on a central

conflict, the story's plot may follow the model

shown below.

MODEL
The brothers arrive at the school

gym long before the rest of the

basketball team. Although the

twins are physically identical,

their personalities couldn't be

more different. Mark is outgoing

and impulsive, while Matt is

thoughtful and shy.

Describe

the main

characters and

setting

Present the

conflict

T
Relate the

events that

make the

conflict

complex and

cause the

characters to

change

Present the

resolution or

outcome of the

conflict

Matt realizes his brother is

missing shots on purpose and

believes they will lose the

championship.

• Matt has a chance at a

basketball scholarship if they

win the championship.

• Mark needs money to buy a

car.

• Matt and Mark have stood by

each other no matter what.

Matt retells a family story in

which their grandfather chose

honor and integrity over easy

money. Mark plays to win.
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© Explanatory Writing
Explanatory writing informs and explains. For example, you can use it

to evaluate the effects of a new law, to compare two movies, to analyze

a piece of literature, or to examine the problem of greenhouse gases in

the atmosphere.

There are many types of explanatory writing.

Think about your topic and select the type that

presents the information most clearly.

Compare and Contrast How are two or more

subjects alike? How are they different?

MODEL
King Arthur and Sir Launcelot share similar

qualities that lead to their friendship, but they

also share weaknesses that ensure their deaths.

Cause and Effect How does one event cause

something else to happen? Why do certain

conditions exist? What are the results of an

action or a condition?

MODEL
King Arthur dies in battle with Sir Modred

because he adheres too closely to the honor of

knighthood and believes too much in the

knights of his court.

Analysis How does something work? How can

it be defined? What are its parts?

MODEL
Legends, such as the story of King Arthur,

change over time as they are retold and take

on new interpretations.

Problem-Solution How can you identify and

state a problem? How would you analyze the

problem and its causes? How can it be solved?

MODEL
Arthur has to choose between honor and

friendship—two values that are equally

desirable until they conflict.

[
© Compare and Contrast

Compare-and-contrast writing examines the

similarities and differences between two or

more subjects. You might, for example, compare

and contrast two short stories, the main

characters in a novel, or two movies.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

Successful compare-and-contrast writing

should

• clearly identify the subjects that are being

compared and contrasted.

• include specific, relevant details.

• follow a clear plan of organization dealing

with the same features of both subjects

under discussion.

• use language and details appropriate to

the audience.

• use transitional words and phrases to

clarify similarities and differences.

Options for Organization
Compare-and-contrast writing can be organized

in different ways. The examples that follow

demonstrate feature-by-feature organization

and subject-by-subject organization.
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Feature 1

CIb Option 1 : Feature-by Feature Organization

MODEL

I. Noble qualities

Subject A. Arthur: admires Launcelot

as great knight, so is reluctant to

fight him

Subject B. Launcelot: respects

Arthur as his liege, so is reluctant

to fight him

Weaknesses

Subject A. Arthur: trusts his knights'

judgment over his own

Subject B. Launcelot: love for

Arthur's wife stronger than respect

for Arthur

Feature 2
II

Subject A

Option 2: Subject-by-Subject Organization

MODEL

I. Arthur:

Feature 1. Noble quality: admires

Launcelot as great knight, so is

reluctant to fight him

Feature 2. Weakness: trusts his

knights' judgment over his own

II. Launcelot:

Feature 1. Noble Quality: respects

Arthur as his liege, so is reluctant

to fight him

Feature 2. Weakness: love for Arthur's

wife stronger than respect for

Arthur

Subject B

WRITING TIP Remember your purpose for

comparing and contrasting your subjects, and
support your purpose with expressive

language and specific details.

© Cause and Effect

Cause-and-effect writing explains why something

happened, why certain conditions exist, or what

resulted from an action or a condition. You might

use cause-and-effect writing to explain a

character's actions, the progress of a disease, or

the outcome of a war.

Standards for Writing

Successful cause-and-effect writing should

• clearly state the cause-and-effect

relationship.

• show clear connections between causes

and effects.

• present causes and effects in a logical

order and use transitions effectively.

• use facts, examples, and other details to

illustrate each cause and effect.

• use language and details appropriate to

the audience.

Options for Organization

Your organization will depend on your topic and

purpose for writing.

• If you want to explain the causes of an event

such as the closing of a factory, you might

first state the effect and then examine its

causes.

Option 1 : Effect to Cause Organization

Effect

1 r 1

Cause 1 Cause 2 Cause 3

• If your focus is on explaining the effects of an

event, such as the passage of a law, you

might first state the cause and then explain

the effects.

Option 2: Cause to Effect Organization

Ca use

Effect 1 Effect 2 Effect 3

Sometimes you'll want to describe a chain of

cause-and-effect relationships to explore a

topic such as the disappearance of tropical

rain forests or the development of home
computers.
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Option 3: Cause-and-Effect Chain

Organization

Cause

Effect (cause)

Effect (cause)

Effect

WRITING TIP Don't assume that a cause-and-

effect relationship exists just because one event

follows another. Look for evidence that the later

event could not have happened if the first event

had not caused it.

Problem-Solution

Problem-solution writing clearly states a

problem, analyzes the problem, and proposes a

solution to the problem. It can be used to

identify and solve a conflict between characters,

analyze a chemistry experiment, or explain why

the home team keeps losing.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

Successful problem-solution writing should

• identify the problem and help the reader

understand the issues involved.

• analyze the causes and effects of the

problem.

• integrate quotations, facts, and statistics

into the text.

• explore possible solutions to the problem

and recommend the best one(s).

• use language, tone, and details

appropriate to the audience.

Options for Organization

Your organization will depend on the goal of

your problem-solution piece, your intended

audience, and the specific problem you choose

to address. The organizational methods that

follow are effective for different kinds of

problem-solution writing.

Option 1: Simple Problem-Solution

Description of problem and

why it needs to be solved

Recommended solution

Explanation of solution

i

Conclusion

Option 2: Deciding Between Solutions

Description of problem and

why it needs solving

Solution A

Pros

Cons

Solution B

Pros

Cons

Recommendation

WRITING TIP Have a classmate read and respond

to your problem-solution writing. Ask your peer

reader: Is the problem clearly stated? Is the

organization easy to follow? Do the proposed

solutions seem logical?

<£) Analysis

In writing an analysis, you explain how
something works, how it is defined, or what its

parts are. The details you include will depend

upon the kind of analysis you write.

Process Analysis What are the major steps

or stages in a process? What background

information does the reader need to know

—

such as definitions of terms or a list of needed
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equipment—to understand the analysis? You

might use process analysis to explain how to

program a VCR or prepare for a test.

Definition What are the most important

characteristics of a subject? You might use

definition analysis to explain a quality, such as

honor or loyalty, the characteristics of a sonnet,

or the skills of a physicist.

Parts Analysis What are the parts, groups, or

types that make up a subject? Parts analysis

could be used to explain the makeup of King

Arthur's army or the parts of the brain.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

A successful analysis should

• hook the readers' attention with a strong

introduction.

• clearly state the subject and its parts.

• use a specific organizing structure to

provide a logical flow of information.

• show connections among facts and ideas

through subordinate clauses and

transitional words and phrases.

• use language and details appropriate for

the audience.

Options for Organization

Organize your details in a logical order

appropriate for the kind of analysis you're writing.

Option 1: Process Analysis A process analysis

is usually organized chronologically, with steps

or stages in the order they occur.

MODEL
Arthurian legends reinterpretedIntroduction

Background British ruler in 500s

Explain Steps Step 1: Around 1469, Le Morte

d'Arthur is compiled.

Step 2: Between 1842 and 1885,

Idylls of the King is published.

Step 3: In I960, the musical

Camelot opens.

Option 2: Definition Analysis You can

organize the details in a definition or parts

analysis in order of importance or impression.

MODEL

Introduce

Term

Honor

General

Definition

Honor defined as integrity,

dignity, and pride.

;

Explain

Qualities

Quality 1: Integrity

Quality 2: Dignity

Quality 3: Pride

Option 3: Parts Analysis The following parts

analysis explores three elements of a medieval

knight's code of chivalry.

MODEL
Code of chivalry

Introduce

Subject

Explain Parts

Part 1: Devoted to Christianity

Part 2: Protect the defenseless

Part 3: Fight injustices, never

surrender

WRITING TIP Try to capture your readers' interest

in your introduction. You might begin with a

vivid description or an interesting fact, detail, or

quotation. For example, an exciting excerpt from

the narrative could open the process analysis.

An effective way to conclude an analysis is to

return to your thesis and restate it in different

words.
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O Persuasive Writing
Persuasive writing allows you to use the power of language to inform and

influence others. It can take many forms, including speeches, newspaper

editorials, billboards, advertisements, and critical reviews.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

Successful persuasion should

• state the issue and the writer's position.

• give opinions and support them with facts

or reasons.

• have a reasonable and respectful tone.

• answer opposing views.

• use sound logic and effective language.

• conclude by summing up reasons or calling

for action.

(D Key Techniques

Clarify Your Position What do you believe

about the issue? How can you express your

opinion most clearly?

MODEL
We must find ways to depend less on the use

of paper communication in order to save the

forests.

Know Your Audience Who will read your

writing? What do they already know and believe

about the issue? What objections to your

position might they have? What additional

information might they need? What tone and

approach would be most effective?

MODEL
We must take responsibility for using fewer of

the products that come from trees. Meanwhile,

we need to take a hard look at the chip mill

practices which wipe out whole sections of

forests.

Support Your Opinion Why do you feel the

way you do about the issue? What facts,

statistics, examples, quotations, anecdotes, or

opinions of authorities support your view? What

reasons will convince your readers? What

evidence can answer their objections?

MODEL
Each mill can cause the clear-cutting of 10,000

acres of forest land in one year. The St. Louis

Post-Dispatch quotes a member of the

Department of Natural Resources that the

clear-cutting of the Ozark forests has "had a

well-documented, widespread, and devastating

effect."

mi «» _» u HWays to Support Your Argument

Statistics Facts that are stated in numbers

Examples Specific instances that explain

your point

Observations Events or situations you yourself

have seen

Anecdotes Brief stories that illustrate your point

Quotations Direct statements from authorities

Begin and End with a Bang How can you

hook your readers and make a lasting

impression? What memorable quotation,

anecdote, or statistic will catch their attention at

the beginning or stick in their minds at the end?

What strong summary or call to action can you

conclude with?

BEGINNING

Our forests are being cut down. The chip mill

industry, which supplies the raw material for

making so-called "high quality" paper, has tripled

in the southwest United States in the last decade.

CONCLUSION

It's time to stop the rapid devastation of the

forests. If it means less slick paper for maga-

zines and computer printouts, so be it. Write the

Conservation Department, the Forest Service, and

especially your state's members of Congress.

'^'''V-..-
I MB
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Options for

Organization

In a two-sided persuasive essay, you want to

show the weaknesses of other opinions as you

explain the strengths of your own.

The example below demonstrates one method

of organizing your persuasive essay to convince

your audience.

Option 1 : Reasons for Your Opinion

Introduction includes the issue and

your position on it

Reason 1 with evidence and support

Reason 2 with evidence and support

i
Reason 3 with evidence and support

i
Objections to whole argument

Response to objections

Conclusion includes restatement of

your position and recommended

action

Option 2: Point-by-Point Basis

In the organization that follows, each reason

and its objections are examined on a point-by-

point basis.

Introduction includes the issue and

your position on it

Reason 1 with evidence and support

Objections and Responses to Reason 1

Reason 2 with evidence and support

Objections and Responses to Reason 2

Reason 3 with evidence and support

Objections and Responses to Reason 3

Conclusion includes a restatement of

your position and recommended

action

Beware of Illogical Arguments Be careful about using illogical arguments.

Opponents can easily attack your argument if you present illogical material.

Circular reasoning—trying to prove a statement Either-or fallacy—stating that there are only

by just repeating it in different words two alternatives when they are many

The forests are disappearing because the

trees are being cut down.

Either we quit using slick paper for magazines,

or the forests will die.

Over-generalization—making a statement that

is too broad to prove

The chip-mill companies don't care

about trees.

Cause-and-effect fallacy—falsely assuming that

because one event follows another the first

event caused the second

LChip
mills are needed because we read so

many magazines.
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O Research Report Writing
A research report explores a topic in depth, incorporating information from

a variety of sources.

RUBRIC Standards for Writing

An effective research report should

• clearly state the purpose of the report in a

thesis statement.

• use evidence and details from a variety of

sources to support the thesis.

• contain only accurate and relevant

information.

• document sources correctly.

• develop the topic logically and include

appropriate transitions.

• include a properly formatted Works

Cited list.

© Key Techniques
/

Develop Relevant, Interesting, and

Researchable Questions Asking thoughtful

questions is an ongoing part of research. Begin

with a list of basic questions that are relevant to

your topic. Focus on getting basic facts that

answer the who, what, where, when, and why

of your topic. If you were researching the social

context of Dickens's novels, you might develop

a set of questions like these.

MODEL
What were living conditions like in London

during the 1800s?

What happened to orphans?

As you become more familiar with your topic,

think of questions that might provide an

interesting perspective that makes readers think.

MODEL
How did the legal system reflect society's

irnliiACV

Check that your questions are researchable.

Ask questions that will uncover facts, statistics,

case studies, and other documentable evidence.

Clarify Your Thesis A thesis statement is one

or two sentences clearly stating the main idea

that you will develop in your report. A thesis may

also indicate the organizational pattern you will

follow and reflect your tone and point of view.

MODEL
In Oliver Twist, instead of drawing clear lines

between the dark underworld of London and

the light of the more civilized world, Charles

Dickens blurs the distinction, making good and

evil in society difficult to define.

Document Your Sources You need to

document, or credit, the sources where you find

your evidence. In the example below, the writer

uses and documents a quotation from the novel.

MODEL
In Oliver Twist, Dickens shows the intertwining

of good and evil in the world. The narrator

states, "Men who look on nature . . . and cry

that all is dark and gloomy, are in the right; but

the somber colours are reflections from their

own jaundiced eyes and hearts. The real hues

. . . need a clearer vision." (Pool 256-257)

Support Your Ideas You should support your

ideas with relevant evidence—facts, anecdotes,

and statistics—from reliable sources. In the

example below, the writer includes a fact about

the conditions of workhouses.

MODEL
Oliver is condemned to a workhouse. The living

conditions in workhouses were deliberately

worse than in prisons in order to discourage

the poor from depending on the publicly

funded institutions. (Pool 245)
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You will use a range of sources to collect the

information you need to develop your research

paper. These will include both print and

electronic resources.

General Reference Works To clarify your thesis

and begin your research, consult reference works

that give quick, general overviews on a subject.

General reference works include encyclopedias,

almanacs and yearbooks, atlases, and dictionaries.

Specialized Reference Works Once you have

a good idea of your specific topic, you are ready

to look for detailed information in specialized

reference works. In the library's reference section,

specialized dictionaries and encyclopedias can

be found for almost any field. For example, in the

field of literature, you will find specialized

reference sources such as Contemporary Authors

and Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism.

Periodicals Journals and periodicals are a good

source for detailed, up-to-date information.

Periodical indexes, found in print and on-line

catalogs in the library, will help you find articles

on a topic. The Readers' Guide to Periodical

Literature indexes many popular magazines.

More specialized indexes include the Humanities

Index and the Social Sciences Index.

Electronic Resources Commercial

information services offer access to reference

works such as dictionaries and encyclopedias,

databases, and periodicals.

The Internet is a vast network of computer

networks. News services, libraries, universities,

researchers, organizations, and government

agencies use the Internet to communicate and

to distribute information. The Internet gives you

access to the World Wide Web, which provides

information on particular topics and links you to

related topics and resources.

A CD-ROM is a research aid that stores

information on a compact disk. Reference works

on CD-ROMs may include text, sound, images,

and video.

Databases are large collections of related

information stored electronically. You can scan

the information or search for specific facts.

RESEARCH TIP To find books on a specific topic,

check the library's on-line catalog. Be sure to

copy the correct call numbers of books that

sound promising. Also look at books shelved

nearby. They may relate to your topic.

© Gathering Information:

Validity of Sources

When you find source material, you must

determine whether it is useful and accurate.

Credibility of Authorship Check whether an

author has written several books or articles on

the subject and has published in a well-

respected newspaper or journal.

Objectivity Decide whether the information is

fact, opinion, or propaganda. Reputable sources

credit other sources of information.

Currency Check the publication date of the

source to see whether the information is current.

Credibility of Publisher Seek information

from a respected newspaper or journal, not

from a tabloid newspaper or popular-interest

magazine.

WEB TIP Be especially skeptical of information

you locate on the Internet since virtually anyone

can post anything there. Read the URL, or

Internet address. Sites sponsored by a

government agency (.gov) or an educational

institution (.edu) are generally more reliable.

>

CD Taking Notes

As you find useful information, record the

bibliographic information of each source on a

separate index card. Then you are ready to take

notes on your sources. You will probably use

these three methods of note-taking.
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Paraphrase, or restate in your own words, the

main ideas and supporting details of the

passage.

Summarize, or rephrase in fewer words, the

original materials, trying to capture the key

ideas.

Quote, or copy word for word, the original text,

if you think the author's own words best clarify

a particular point. Use quotation marks to signal

the beginning and the end of the quotation.

For more details on making source cards and

taking notes, see the Research Report Workshop

on pages 423-430.

© Options for

Organization

Begin by reading over your note cards and

sorting them into groups. The main-idea

headings may help you find connections among

the notes. Then arrange the groups of related

note cards so that the ideas flow logically

from one group to the next.

Option 1 : Topic Outline

The Two Worlds of Oliver Twist

Introduction Dickens blurs the

distinction between good and evil

I The underworld of London

A. The criminal characters

I. Sikes and Monte

Z. Fagm

2>. The good characters

)). The civiltz-ed world of London
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Like other forms of writing, research reports

can be organized in several different ways. Some

subjects may fit in chronological order. For other

subjects, you may want to compare and contrast

two topics. Other possibilities are a cause-and-

effect organization or least-important to

most-important evidence. If your material does

not lend itself to any of the above organizations,

try a general-to-specific approach.

Whatever your organizational pattern, making

an outline can help guide the drafting process.

The subtopics that you located in sorting your

note cards will be the major topics of your

outline, preceded by Roman numerals. Make

sure that items of the same importance are

parallel in form. For example, in the Option 1

Topic Outline below, topics I and II are both

phrases. So are subtopics A and B.

A second kind of outline, shown below in

Option 2, uses complete sentences instead of

phrases for topics and subtopics.

Option 2: Sentence Outline

2ffi****«h
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Documenting Sources 1

When you quote, paraphrase, or summarize

information from a source, you need to credit

that source. Parenthetical documentation is the

accepted method for crediting sources. You may

choose to name the author in parentheses

following the information along with the page

number on which the information is found.

MODEL
Workhouses were purposely made "as grim and

forbidding as possible" (Pool 245).

In parenthetical documentation, you may also

use the author's name in the sentence along

with the information. If so, enclose, in

parentheses after the sentence, only the page

number on which the information is found.

MODEL
According to Pool, many poor children like

Oliver Twist populated London in the 1800s

(31). ..._

In either case, your reader can find out more

about the source by turning to your Works Cited

page, which lists complete bibliographical

information for each source.

PUNCTUATION TIP When only the author and

page number appear in parentheses, there is no

punctuation between the two items. Also notice

that the parenthetical citation comes after the

closing quotation marks of a quotation, if there

is one, and before the end punctuation of the

sentence.

The examples above show citations for books

with one author. The list that follows shows the

correct way to write parenthetical citations for

several kinds of sources.

Guidelines for Parenthetical Documentation

Work by One Author

Put the author's last name and the page

reference in parentheses: (Pool 191).

If you mention the author's name in the

sentence, put only the page reference in

parentheses: (191).

Work by Two or Three Authors

Put the authors' last names and the page

reference in parentheses:

(Mitchell and Deane 42).

Work by More Than Three Authors

Give the first author's last name followed by et

al. and the page reference: (Bentley et al. 122).

Work with No Author Given

Give the title or a shortened version and

(if appropriate) the page reference:

("Hurried Trials" 742).

One of Two or More Works by Same Author

Give the author's last name, the title or a

shortened version, and the page reference:

(Dunn, "But We Grow" 54).

Selection from a Book of Collected Essays

Give the name of the author of the essay and

the page reference: (Bayley 54).

Dictionary Definition

Give the entry title in quotation marks:

("Workhouse").

Unsigned Article in an Encyclopedia

Give the article title in quotation marks

followed by a shortened source title:

("English Literature," World Book).

WRITING TIP Presenting someone else's writing

or ideas as your own is plagiarism. To avoid

plagiarism, you need to credit sources.

However, if a piece of information is common
knowledge—information available in several

sources—you do not need to credit a source.
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© Following MLA
Manuscript Guidelines

The final copy of your report should follow the

Modern Language Association (MLA) guidelines

for manuscript preparation.

• The heading in the upper left-hand corner of

the first page should include your name, your

teacher's name, the course name, and the

date, each on a separate line.

• Below the heading, center the title on the page.

• Number all the pages consecutively in the

upper right-hand corner, one-half inch from

the top. Also, include your last name before

the page number.

• Double-space the entire paper.

• Except for the margins above the page

numbers, leave one-inch margins on all sides

of every page.

The Works Cited page at the end of your report

is an alphabetized list of the sources you have

used and documented. In each entry all lines

after the first are indented an additional one-

half inch.

WRITING TIP When your report includes a

quotation that is longer than four lines, set if off

from the rest of the text by indenting the entire

quotation one inch from the left margin. In this

case, you should not use quotation marks.

Works Cited

Bayley, John. "Oliver Twist: 'Things as They Really Are.'"

Dickens and the Twentieth Century . Ed. John Gross

and Gabriel Pearson. London: Routledge, 1962.

49-64.

Bentley, Nicholas, et al. The Dickens Index . Oxford: Oxford

UP, 1988.

Collins, Philip. "Dickens, Charles." Encyclopaedia Britannica

Online . Online. 9 March 1999.

— , ed. Sikes and Nancy: A Facsimile. London: Dickens, 1982.

Dickens, Charles. Oliver Twist . New York: Bantam, 1981.

Dunn, Richard J. "'But We Grow Affecting: Let Us

Proceed."' Dickensian 62 (1966): 53-55.

Mitchell, B. R., and Phyllis Deane. Abstract of British

Historical Statistics . Cambridge: Cambridge UP,

1962.

h

Works Cited

Models for Works
Cited entries

O Selection from

a book of collected essays;

note that publishers'

names are shortened.

© Book with more than

three authors

© Article in online

encyclopedia

O Second work by same
individual; book with editor

but no author

Book with one author

© Article in scholarly

journal

© Work with two authors
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© MLA Documentation:

Electronic Sources J

As with print sources, information from

electronic sources such as CD-ROMs or the

Internet must be documented on your Works

Cited page. You may find a reference to a

source on the Internet and then use the print

version of the article. If so, document it as you

do other printed works. However, if you read or

print out an article directly off the Internet,

document it as shown below for an electronic

source. Although electronic sources are shown

separately below, they should be included on

the Works Cited page with print sources.

Internet Sources Works Cited entries for

Internet sources include the same kind of

information as those for print sources. They also

include the date you accessed the information

and the electronic address of the source. Some
of the information about the source may be

unavailable. Include as much as you can. For

more information on how to write Works Cited

entries for Internet sources, see the MLA
guidelines posted on the Internet or access this

document through the McDougal Littell website.

More Online: Style Guidelines

www.mcdougallittell.com

CD-ROMs Entries for CD-ROMs include the

publication medium (CD-ROM), the distributor,

and the date of publication. Some of the

information shown may not be always available.

Include as much as you can.

Works Cited

"Charles Dickens." Britannica Online . Vers. 98.2. Apr. 1998.

Encyclopaedia Britannica. 17 Sept. 1998

<http://www.eb.com: 1 80>

Dickens, Charles. Oliver Twist . London: Chapman & Hall.

1897. University of Virginia Library Electronic Text

Center. 14 June 1998. <http://

etext.lib.virginia.edu/etcbin/browse-mixed-

new?id=Dic01iv&tag=public&images=images/

modeng&data=/texts/english/modeng/parsed>

The Dickens Page. Nagoya U. 14 June 1998 <http://lang.

nagoya-u .ac
.j
p/~matsuoka/ Dickens.html>

Rosenberg, Brian. "Character and Contradiction in Dickens."

Nineteenth Century Literature—Electronic Edition

47.2 (1992): 18 pp. 15 June 1998 <http://www-

ucpress.berkeley.edu:80807scan/ncl-e/472/articles/

rosenberg. art472.html>

"Workhouse." Oxford English Dictionary . 2nd ed. CD-ROM.

Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992.

Works Cited

Models for Works Cited

entries for electronic

sources

O Encyclopedia entry

from online version

O The complete text

of the novel, available

on the Internet;

includes access date

© Scholarly site; show
date you accessed it

O Article in a scholarl

journal available on

the Internet; includes

number of pages and

access date

Dictionary entry

from CD-ROM version
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O Business Writing
The ability to write dearly and succinctly is an essential skill in the

business world. As you prepare to enter the job market, you will need

to know how to create letters, memos, and resumes.

RUBRIC

Standards for Writing

Successful business writing

should

• have a tone and language

geared to the appropriate

audience.

• state the purpose clearly in the

opening sentences or paragraph.

• use precise words and avoid

jargon.

• present only essential

information.

• present details in a logical order.

• conclude with a summary of

important points.

<E> Key Techniques

Think About Your Purpose Why are you doing this

writing? Do you want to "sell" yourself to a college

admissions committee or a job interviewer? Do you want to

order or complain about a product? Do you want to set up a

meeting or respond to someone's ideas?

Identify Your Audience Who will read your writing? What

background information will they need? What questions

might they have? What tone or language is appropriate?

Support Your Points What specific details clarify your

ideas? What reasons do you have for your statements? What

points most strongly support them?

Finish Strongly How can you best sum up your

statements? What is your main point? What action do you

want others to take?

Options

Model 1 : Letter

Inside Address

To whom the

letter is being

sent

Salutation

Greeting

Body Text of the

message

223 Harvest Way

Austin, TX 78712

May 2, 20_

Heading Where

the letter comes

from and when

Ms. Anne Shields, Department Head

Theater Department

Parker State University

Tulsa, OK 74133

Dear Ms. Shields:

I am a high school senior. I am considering attending Parker State

University and majoring in theater. I attended a performance of

Our Town last fall and was very impressed with your production.

Could you please send me any available information about your

department, including requirements for a major and a list of the

year's productions?

Thank you very much.

Sincerely yours, - Closing

Jason Wo&Mack
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Model 2: Memo

Heading Whom the

memo is to and

from, what it's

about, and when

it's being sent

Body

To: Mark

From: Anne Shields

Re: Student Request

Date: 5/12/

Mark, I'm attaching a copy of a letter from a high school student.

Please send him a department bulletin and a performance calendar.

Also put him on our mailing list of prospective students.

Model 3: Resume A well-written resume is invaluable when you apply

for a part-time or full-time job or for college. It should highlight your skills,

accomplishments, and experience. Proofread your resume carefully to

make sure it is clear and accurate and free of errors in grammar and

spelling. It is a good idea to save a copy of your resume on your computer

or on a disk so that you can easily update it.

MARY LLANOS
State your purpose. 6642 W. Water Street, Denver, CO 80201

This resume is for (303)555-8842

a job application.

A modified style

• A part-time position as a teacher's assistantObjective

can be used for a Qualifications Talent and interest in working with children

college application. Skills in arts and crafts activities

Ability to cooperate with others

Work Experience Summers 1999-Present: Handicamp, Denver, CO
List your previous Was counselor for 9- and 10-year-olds at camp for

employment handicapped children; planned arts and crafts

experience activities for all age groups

in reverse 1999-Present: Learn with Llanos, Denver, CO
chronological order.

Education

Tutored a total of twelve children in English and math

Lakeland High School, Class of2000

• Honor Roll

• Three years of Art

• One semester of Children's Literature

• Treasurer, Future Teachers of AmericaExtracurricular
Extracurricular

activities and
Activities • Vice President, Art Club

hobbies can give
• Soccer Team

a fuller picture of

you and point out
Hobbies Reading, arts and crafts, gardening

special job-related References Available upon request

skills.
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